The structural, magnetic, and transport properties of a mono-layered manganite La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ were investigated using variable temperature neutron powder diffraction as well as magnetization and transport measurements. The compound adopts the tetragonal I4/mmm symmetry and exhibits no magnetic reflection in the temperature region of 10 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K. A weak ferromagnetic (FM) transition occurs about 130 K, which almost coincides with the onset of a metal-insulator (M-I) transition. Extra oxygen that occupies the interstitial site between the [(La,Sr)O] layers makes the spacing between the [MnO 2 ] layers shorten, which enhances the inter-layer coupling and eventually leads to the M-I transition. We also found negative magneto resistance (MR) below the M-I transition temperature, which can be understood on the basis of the percolative transport via FM metallic domains in the antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulating matrix.
Introduction
The observation of colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in perovskite manganite Ln1-xAxMnO3 (Ln = lanthanide; A = Ca, Sr) that considers as the n = ∞ member of the RuddlesdenPopper series (Ln,A) n+1 Mn n O 3n+1 has stimulated to investigate other numbers of this family. 1 In particular, the n = 2 phase La 2-2x Sr 1+2x Mn 2 O 7 has been extensively studied due to its unique anisotropy and dimensionality effects. [2] [3] [4] The bilayered manganite behaves in a similar manner as found in the three-dimensional perovskite manganite. Although its Curie temperature (T C ) is reduced due to reduction of 3d-band width, it shows a M-I transition accompanied by the onset of ferromagnetism and exhibits large negative MR near TC. 5 In contrast to what occurs for the bi-layered manganite, the M-I transition typically concomitant with TC has not been observed yet in the n = 1 homologue, which consists of [MnO 2 ] layers separated along the c-axis by a rock-salt type [(La,Sr) 2 O 2 ] layer (see Figure 2) . Instead, the mono-layered compound exhibits an insulating property combined with the AFM or spin-glass-like state. 6, 7 Recently, Moritomo et al. identified the absence of both metallic nature and FM ordering from the studies on single crystals of La 1-x Sr 1+x MnO 4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 0.7). 8 Interestingly, they observed the disappearance of the AFM transition and the subsequent development of the spin-glass phase for x ≥ 0.2 at low temperature, which is due to the competing interaction between the AFM superexchange and the FM double exchange. More recently, Maignan et al. studied the Ca 2-xLnx MnO 4 (0.0 < x ≤ 0.2; Ln = Pr, Sm, Gd, Ho) compound with an orthorhombic symmetry and reported that negative MR is present in the insulating Ca-substituted manganite with high doping concentration. 9 Thus far, the mono-layered manganites have been explored mainly with the expectation that they will render new insights and interesting physical properties compared with other members of the Ruddlesden-Popper series. Finding of the M-I transition associated with the CMR property in the mono-layered system would thus be interesting to understand the interplay between the change in dimensionality and the resulting physical phenomenon, which eventually helps to elucidate the underlying mechanism of the manganite physics. From our comprehensive studies on polycrystalline sample of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ , we are able to claim that a M-I transition and negative MR below the M-I transition temperature indeed exist in the mono-layered manganite system although they are not accompanied by the long-range FM ordering but induced by short-range type magnetic ordering. In addition, a plausible mechanism on the M-I transition and negative MR found in La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ is discussed on the basis of percolative transport via FM metallic domain in the AFM insulating matrix as proposed by Uehera et al.
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Experimental Section
Precursor material with nominal composition of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 -MnO 4 was prepared from stoichiometric amounts of SrCO 3 , dry La 2 O 3 , and Mn 2 O 3 by the conventional solid state reaction route. In the course of synthesizing the layered manganite, we found that the perovskite phase is grown solely on the surface of the pellet. 11 To prevent the formation of the perovskite impurity, we have thus employed new encapsulation method in which a calcined pellet of La 0. revealing that the compound adopts tetragonal I4/mmm symmetry in the whole measured temperature range from 10 to 300 K.
Results and Discussion
The lattice parameters and the Mn-O bond lengths as a function of temperature are plotted in Figure 1 Figure 1(b) , have large standard deviations owing to degree of freedom of the O1 atomic position. Accordingly, a fitting with any polynomial equation is meaningless. On the other hand, the alattice data are fitted well with two equations, which shows a deviating behavior near 150 K. As anticipated from the temperature evolution of the lattice parameters, the equatorial Mn-O2 bond length d(Mn-O2) (see Figure 2) , is also fitted with two polynomial equations and an anomalous deviation is observed near 150 K. The deviating temperature is almost coincident with the onset of the weak FM ordering as discussed below (Figure 3(a) ). This is certainly attributed to the magnetoelastic effect, where the magnetic exchange interaction of the Mn spins within the [MnO 2 ] layer leads to shrinkage of the equatorial Mn-O2 bond length in the abplane. This unique structural variation near 150 K implicates that a close correlation between lattice and spin exists in this system. Similar phenomenon was also found not only in other members of Ruddlesden-Popper series such as n = 2 and n = ∞ but also in an antiperovskite GaCMn 3 compound. [13] [14] [15] It is worthy to recall that the magnetic interaction between the [MnO 2 ]-layers separated by the intervened insulating [(La,Sr) 2 O 2 ]-layers, namely along the c-axis, is considerably weak mainly due to weak magnetic moment. In the bilayered manganites, however, a significantly larger response of the c-axis on the FM ordering is found, 16 implying that the magnetic ordering in La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ takes place as a shortrange type. This conjecture is supported by the results of the Rietveld refinements on the neutron diffraction data in that any magnetic Bragg peaks were not observed down to 10 K. An important feature in the structure of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ , given in Figure 2 , is that additional oxygen O3 located at the interstitial site between the two [(La/Sr)O] layers is present. Although only 1.5% of the oxygen position determined by both idometric titration and neutron diffraction is occupied, the interstitial oxygen results in a contraction along the c axis as found in the oxidized phase of La (6.235 Å) . It is worthy to mention that the latter compound shows metallic and long-range ordered FM behavior. 16 The shrinkage of the inter-layer distance induced by the interstitial oxygen appears to play an important role in controlling the magnetic and transport properties of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ that will be discussed.
Temperature dependent magnetization curves of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 -MnO 4+δ obtained at applied fields of 0.1 T and 0.5 T are shown in Figure 3 Interestingly, the β value, which is 0.407, is rather close to the three dimensional (3D) Heisenberg one (0.365), implying that the magnetic transition has a 3D character and also the inter-layer magnetic interaction is feasible. As can be seen in the fitting curve, there is a slight deviation below 30 K, which is ascribed to the competing interaction between the AFM and FM phases. This is in good agreement with the spin-glass transition as observed in magnetization data of a single crystal. It is important to mention that the M(T) curves of the single crystal does not show any weak FM transition except for the Curie-Weiss-like behavior in the high temperature regime. 8 This discrepancy in the magnetization data is presumably ascribed to the interstitial oxygen that will be discussed.
Another notable feature in the M(T) data is that total magnetic moment shown in Figure 3 (b) is enhanced with increasing a magnetic field. As a result, the FM phase is suppressed by the field and eventually smeared out at 5 T. Moreover, the M(T) curves are deviated from the CurieWeiss-like behavior, which are calculated from the CurieWeiss fitting to the magnetization data in high temperature range of 250 K-350 K (dashed line in Figure 3(b) ). As given in the inverse susceptibility H/M curves shown in the inset of Figure 3 (b), all the curves begin to deviate from the CurieWeiss curves near 250 K and lie below the fitting line. This is a clear evidence for the existence of the AFM component. However, any indication of the AFM ordering such as a drop in the magnetization or a cusp-like behavior has not been found in the M(T) curves because the AFM ordering is a short-range ordered type. This is fully consistent with the results of neutron diffraction refinements, where any magnetic peaks were not detected in all measured temperature range from 10 to 300 K.
Taken together, our results clearly reveal that both the FM and AFM orderings exist as a short-range type. Indeed, the FM moment obtained from extrapolating the fitting curve to 0 K is found to be only about 0.1 µ B /Mn at 0.1 T, which is shown in the inset of Figure 3(a) . Moreover, the magnitude of the FM moment is scarcely influenced by the higher applied field. The field induced magnetic moment reaches to about 0.85 µ B /Mn at 5 K and 5 T, which is much larger than the FM one. It is thus conceivable that the induced-moment is originated from the AFM phase, which is dominant particularly in the high magnetic field. It is worthy to note that we have recently revealed the existence of long-range FM ordering even in the mono-layered manganite La 0.5 Sr 1.5 -Mn 1-x Ru x O 4 , in which the Ru doping creates ferromagnetism. 19 The coexistence of the two different short-range ordered phases is also evidenced by the magnetization hysteresis curves, which are displayed in Figure 4 . The M(H) curves of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ above 120 K are almost linear in H, indicating a paramagnetic state. The constant value of dM/dH given in the inset of Figure 4 also implicates the presence of the paramagnetic phase. Below 120 K, however, two different slopes are clearly shown in the dM/dH curves. One slope in the low field range, | µ 0H | < 0.5 T, is certainly ascribed to the FM component. The other one with a nearly constant dM/dH value in the high field region, | µ 0H | > 0.5 T, is caused by the field-induced AFM moment. Consequently, the temperature and field dependent magnetization curves provide clear evidences to show that in La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ short-range FM phase exists in the short-range AFM matrix. It is thus reasonable to consider that the magnetic and transport properties of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ are largely governed by the competing interaction between the two phases. Figure 5 (a) displays the temperature dependence of resistivity ρ(T) for La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ measured at various magnetic fields. An M-I transition clearly appears near T MI ≈ 160 K and negative MR occurs below this temperature. Remarkably, T MI is almost close to the onset of the weak FM transition, implying that this concomitant behavior is somewhat relevant to the origin of CMR observed in the perovskite and bi-layered manganites.
1,2 Upon application of magnetic field, T MI very slightly shifts toward higher temperature (∆T MI < 10 K at ∆µ 0 H = 5T) with respect to that of the typical double exchange type FM manganite in which T MI systematically moves to higher temperature due to suppression of spin fluctuation. 20 Such a tiny shift of T MI in La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ is ascribed to small fraction of the shortrange ordered FM phase. This implies that the double exchange mechanism is still operative even in the shortrange ordered FM state. The drop of the ρ(T) curves below TMI, taken at various fields, appears to show the temperature independent MR behavior, which is largely due to the field induced alignment of antiferromagnetically coupled Mn spins originated from the AFM phase. Similar behavior in the ρ(T) curves has been observed in the bi-layered manganites with magnetic rare earth elements Ln1.4Sr1.6Mn2O7 (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm). [21] [22] [23] In order to elucidate the nature of the transport property of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ further, we have investigated the isothermal MR at various temperatures as a function of applied fields. As shown in Figure 5(b) , the shape of the MR curves defined as {ρ H − ρ 0 }/ρ 0 is slightly different from below and above T MI ≈ 160 K. The MR decreases almost linearly with H at 190 K but exponentially at 5 K as reported in other CMR materials. 24 It should be mentioned that the occurrence of a hysteretic behavior in the paramagnetic state is unusual, where the MR typically varies with H 2 . 24 This is a strong evidence for the existence of non-paramagnetic state above T MI . This hysteretic behavior found in both temperature ranges above and below T MI is mainly attributed to the fieldinduced alignment of antiferromagnetically coupled magnetic moments. On the other hand, a steep increase of MR in the low-field range of | µ 0 H | < 0.5 T below T MI is associated with the FM phase, which is consistent with the magnetization data in the inset of Figure 4 . This also hints at the existence of two spatially different phases, namely, the FM metallic and AFM insulating states. Because the AFM component is dominant compared to the FM phase, the MR value of La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ induced by the applied field is just about 22% at 130 K (doted line) even at 5 T. Much higher applied field is required to saturate the AFM spins as shown in Figure 3 (b) and 4. Combined with the magnetic and transport results discussed above, we thus conjecture that the M-I transition and the negative MR can be understood on the basis of the percolative transport via short-range ordered FM metallic domains in the AFM insulating matrix as suggested by Uehara et al. 10 Among the results discussed above, one of the most critical issues to be discussed is whether the magnetic and transport properties obtained from La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ are intrinsic. Based on the following three reasons, we are able to claim that all the observed data stem from the monolayered manganite rather than the plausible perovskite impurity. First, a slope change in the temperature dependent variation of the equatorial Mn-O2 bond length that occurs near the weak FM ordering temperature can not be driven by small impurity phases even if they are included in our sample. As a result, the magnetostrictive effect is indeed originated from the La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ compound. 25 It is worthy to remark that a magnetic signal due to negligible amount of perovskite phase included in the bi-layered manganite, which is not detected by X-ray diffraction, is clearly resolved using a SQUID magnetometer. 24 However, we have not seen any other magnetic signals in the entire temperature range besides the weak FM transition near 130 K. Second, the perovskite phase La 1-x Sr x MnO 3 that considers as the most likely impurity shows the onset of FM ordering typically in the higher temperature range above 200 K. 24 Finally, the M-I transition cannot be induced by the impurity or inter-grown phases alone because a minimal volume fraction to connect percolation path is at least about 20%. 26 Another important feature to be addressed is that neither weak FM ordering nor M-I transition has been observed in single crystal of the mono-layered manganite. This remarkable discrepancy might be due to the interstitial oxygen only present in the polycrystalline sample. The extra oxygen, which is located in between the [(La,Sr)O] layers, leads to shorten the c-lattice parameter. In particular, the inter-layer distance between the [MnO 2 ] layers of polycrystalline sample is significantly shorter than that of single crystal. 8, 18 These differences are certainly due to the extra interstitial oxygen (δ = 0.060) present in the polycrystalline sample. The interstitial oxygen is typically found in other monolayered metal oxides such as Sr 2 RuO 4+δ , La 2 NiO 4+δ , and La 2 CuO 4+δ . [27] [28] [29] An interesting common feature is that the physical properties of all these materials are very sensitive to the content of extra oxygen.
We now turn to discuss how the interstitial oxygen influences on the physical property. It is worthy to recall that the inter-layer spacing of polycrystalline sample lies in a midway between those of the bi-layered manganite La Figure 2 , however, the extra oxygen makes the c-axis shorten, which leads to enhance the inter-layer coupling and eventually results in the enlargement of the one-electron 3d-band width. This conjecture is in principle fully analogous to the pressure effect as observed in the bi-layered manginites, where the application of pressures reduces the inter-layer distance and induces a M-I transition accompanied by a FM ordering. 30, 31 Within this context, the increase in bandwidth of the polycrystalline La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ compound induced by the interstitial oxygen leads to stabilize the FM interaction and enhance the itinerancy of the charge carriers. Therefore, a weak FM ordering and a M-I transition is not unrealistic in the monolayered manganite system if the interstitial site is optimally doped by oxygen.
Conclusion
We have found that a M-I transition accompanied by short-range FM ordering indeed exists in the mono-layered manganite La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ . An important feature is that the weak FM ordering is also closely correlated with the lattice contraction induced by the interstitial oxygen. Moreover, the magnetic and transport properties of the mono-layered manganite are strongly dependent upon the extra oxygen. Negative MR observed below the weak FM transition temperature can be understood by the percolative transport through the short-range FM metallic domains in the AFM insulating matrix. Our magnetic and transport results observed in the La 0.7 Sr 1.3 MnO 4+δ compound will thus provide new perspective to understand the layered manganite with the low-dimensional structure.
